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Abstract 
The family can be studied as an ethnic phenomenon, as a constant interaction of family members inevitably affected by ethnic 
norms and behavioral patterns. The purpose of the article was to determine the ethnic and cultural features in the concept of 
family life in the Western European, Russian and Kazakh mentality. Cross-cultural analysis that supplemented by component and 
contextual methods was carried out on a material of English and French texts of wishes (as an example of Western European 
world view), Kazakh wishes, Russian wedding wishes. Presentation of early family life as a new way was turned out universal. 
However, understanding of family life in terms of the way gives the same epistemic characteristics to stereotypical ideas about 
the family which has the concept of WAY in the corresponding culture. In English and French world views family life is an 
exciting adventure of the two partners where they feel comfortable and interesting. In the Russian mentality family life is a tough 
road of two opposing personalities. In Kazakh culture family life is a continuation of a long journey of each of a newly wedded 
couple. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of National Research Tomsk State University. 
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1. Introduction 
Family can be considered as a social and ethnical phenomenon as the interaction of family members, their 
everyday communication takes place under the inevitable influence of ethnical norms and social-behavioural 
stereotypes. In collectivist cultures, the interaction of family members is subjected to the external estimation from 
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the social group that also has its criteria – good family \ bad, good wife \ bad, etc.; it also contains ethnical attitudes 
and stereotypes. 
This work is the consequence of the idea to define differences in stereotypical concept of an ideal family by 
comparing texts of wedding wishes in English, French, Russian and Kazakh languages. However, topics of 
congratulations turned out to be different: guests that say wishes a priori thought that a young family is the best, and 
wishes say about values and qualities of family life. Despite general wishes of love and happiness in all toasts, they 
demonstrate different priorities of the collective / individual and have the peculiarities that originate from the 
conditions of ethnos formation. 
In the process of the research we have analysed 56 wishes in English and 40 in French (as an example of Western 
European outlook), 98 congratulations in Russian and 87 toasts and wishes in Kazakh. 
Cross-cultural analysis of the material was conducted with the help of component and contextual techniques as 
well as the technique of comparison of grammatical structures and syntactical constructions that realise the same 
semantic content in the texts in different languages. 
The priority of the individual or collective in the compared cultures finds its reflection in grammatical 
constructions of a simple typical sentence that implies that the speaker has a family – I have a family, U menya est 
sem’ya, Menin otbasym bar. M. Kut’eva marks the interrelation of grammatical constructions of a language and 
general way of thinking of its speaker by comparing phrases in Spanish, Russian and English. Among other 
conclusions, M. Kut’eva points out the internal concentration of thinking of an English language personality on 
themselves on the example I have + complement... , where I is on the first place as the agent of action; the agent is 
active (Kut’eva 2012; see also Zhel’vis, Kut’eva 2013). In the phrases we have compared, I is also in the centre, a 
family is a complement. Whereas in the Russian phrase u menya est sem’ya, ego feature is shifted on the indirect 
object and family takes the main place. Summarising the priority of collective in Russian culture as contrasted to 
individualism of the Spanish, M. Kut’eva marks that even the Russian word sschast’e (happiness) hints at necessity 
to be part of something huge and meaningful by its internal form (Kut’eva 2012: 25). The analysis of the Kazakh 
phrase made by the same technique demonstrates a bigger priority of collective, ego feature is shifted on the 
attributive part of the syntagm of the subject Menin otbasym bar – literally, my family have. While in the English 
phrase family is depended on the verb, in the Russian phrase sem’ya is the main part of the sentence, and ego I is 
dependent on being – est’. And in the Kazakh phrase, the form of the verb is affected by the word otbasy (family), 
ego I Menin (my) is dependent on otbasy (family) by adding a suffix to the word otbasym, that is, the existence of 
family does not depend on I. 
2. Research design 
Wishes as the national precedent text 
According to Y.N. Karaulov,  who introduced this term in science, a precedent text is a text that is important for 
one or another person in cognitive and emotional relation (1), well-known to this person, his/her predecessors and 
contemporaries (2), which is repeatedly referred to in the discourse of this linguistic personality (Karaulov 2007: 
216). Expanding this definition, G.G. Slyshkin and M.A. Yefremova assign “any sequence of sign units that is 
characterised by integrity and coherence and possesses a value for a definite cultural group” to precedent texts 
(Slyshkin, Yefremova 2004: 45).  A toast corresponds to these definitions. Precedence of a toast is formed from the 
following factors. A toast is characterised by positive emotional disposition and presence of a cultural-etiquette 
component. A standard text of a toast is known to everyone and there is a set of canonical wishes (of happiness, 
health). This text is regularly reproduced; in certain situations, it is obligatory (ritualised); there is a great amount of 
collections of toasts and wishes in which they are fixed and exist as a fact of contemporary culture. According to 
L.S. Chikilyova, precedence of a toast is defined by the fact that it is a communicative fragment that is kept in the 
linguistic memory of the linguistic personality. Therefore, if we consider a toast as part of the linguocultural 
community, it acts as a national precedent (Chikilyova 2004: 64). N.I. Shikhkebirova also thinks that a toast is a 
national precedent: it meets the requirements of life ideology of a certain social medium. Moreover, intertextual 
aspects of precedence, where a parable, fairy-tale, legend, etc. acts as the source of a toast, are connected with 
cultural artefacts (Sikhkebirova 2012). Following L. Chikilyova and N. Sikhkebirova, we consider that a toast is a 
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precedent text that is kept in the linguistic memory of the linguistic personality and is penetrated with block 
quotations from the previous linguistic experience. National-cultural precedence is expressed in ritualised character 
of a toast, regular repetitions of some wishes, traditionally determined addresses to guests, presence of folklore 
reminiscences. 
3. Discussion of Results.  
Cognitive metaphor “family life is a way” in wedding wishes 
In this article, the focus is made on cognitive metaphor “family life is a way” that plays a key role in the content 
of a toast. That a wedding wish contains such a metaphor is expected since, on the one hand, it is the beginning of a 
new life stage, and on the other hand, relations of people can also be rethought in terms of “way”. 
Analogy of concepts “life” and “way” was fixed and described long ago. Even in the work by G. Lakoff, 
conceptual metaphor as an interception of a series of conceptual fields in the conceptual sphere is described on the 
example “love is a journey” (Lakoff 1993). N.N. Belozerova and L.Y. Chufistova note that in this case deeper 
epimestic correlations are included – those archetype visions of the model of the world where a way is not only a 
line that connects the middle world with the kingdoms of gods and the dead but also embodies concepts of a life path 
from birth to death (Belozerova, Chufistova 2004). 
However, conceptualisation of a family life in terms of a way gives stereotypical notions of a family the same 
epimestic characteristics that the concept WAY has in the corresponding culture: JOURNEY, VOYAGE in English 
and French; DOROGA in Russian; ZHOL in Kazakh. That is, epimestic peculiarities of the field–source create 
conditions for formation of ethnocultural characteristics of field-purpose.  
Thus, the analysis of English and French wedding wishes determines the following peculiarities of a cognitive 
metaphorical model “family life is a way”. Many wishes of a happy family life are expressed as a wish of a 
wonderful journey. Family life is an adventure, journey, way. For example, We wish you a wonderful journey in your 
family life. I’m wishing you all the best on your journey. Let this exciting adventure last forever! In French wishes 
there units of the same connotation. Le mariage est comme un voyage. Puisse ce voyage ensemble vous apporte 
beaucoup de satisfaction, de joie et de succès, présentement, et aussi dans l’avenir. Que ce premier jour de vie 
commune soit le début d'une aventure remplie de joie, de bonheur et d'amour. Family life of the English and French 
is an interesting adventure, an exciting journey. 
Powerful colonies of England and France cultivated the taste of exotic things, liberality, communicability, a 
superiority complex and other things in their citizens. A relatively small territory of both England and France, 
economic steadiness of the development of their territories provided the opportunities of mobility for their residents, 
devotion to travelling, as M. Golovanivskaya marks (Golovanivskaya 2009). Both an Englishman and a Frenchman 
think they are on the top of the situation, free in their desires; and with a little effort they can live in one city and 
work in the other one. 
The following metaphorical analogies are a logical expansion of a cognitive metaphor “family life is a journey”. 
Negative moments that can occur in a family are natural disasters storms, windy days, the rain, rainbow that are 
interpreted in the following way: problems in a family are inevitable, they do not depend on spouses. Through the 
storms of life, may your love for one another be steadfast and strong. I hope you hold each other close in windy  
days. The wish Welcome to the dangerous world of married life! sounds as an invitation to the amusement park. 
Love is rethought as the source of light, that is, personal feelings play the role of a direction indicator. Let your love 
light your way. 
Family is an exciting journey through rain and wind, and personal feelings make spouses closer and become a 
pledge of a successful journey. Respectively, in English and French toasts, a family is thought to be a comfortable 
coexistence of two personalities. May these two always be companions, dearest friends, and sweethearts. A 
comfortable equal coexistence of two individuals in a family is emphasized by constructions la vie à deux,, chacun a 
choisi l’autre, to share one life, hand in hand, as well as lexical units companions, friends. To marry is the 
declaration of will, a conscious decision – A marriage is a promise. 
The research into Russian wishes allowed revealing the following ethnocultural peculiarities of a cognitive 
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model. For Russians, “family life is a way with difficulties and obstacles”. Na vashem puti budet mnogo pregrad, no 
vmeste vy sumeete proyti cherez vse nevzgody (On your way there will be many obstacles, but together you will 
overcome all hardships)! Zhelayu, chtoby vse trudnosti byli vam po plechu, chtoby na vashi plechi lozhilis' tol'ko 
priyatnye zaboty (I wish you would cope with all difficulties, and only pleasant cares were put on your shoulders)! 
It is surprising that the concept WAY in Russian culture has the same epistemic characteristics. A way for a 
Russian is not easy, therefore people used to go for a long journey only in case of emergency. The researcher of 
Russian customs and traditions N.I. Kostomarov explains hardships of a long way so: “the greatest discomfort of 
Russian roads, both winter and summer, was the absence of hotels and other types of accommodation for travellers” 
(Kostomarov 1992). Large distances and severe climate did not stimulate the desire to travel or relocate. N. 
Kostomarov notes that in summer the journey was much worse since Russian roads in summer caused not only 
discomfort, but also life danger, not to mention spring when during floods whole villages were floating. Moreover, 
geographical factors of the length of unsurmountable mountains and rivers, severe climate in both the north and the 
south, according to M.K. Golovanivskaya, create the environment of irreducibility and developed the concept of a 
“small man” who is indistinguishable on the background of an enormous country (Golovanivskaya 2009).  
Conceptualisation of family life as a difficult way is reflected in a detailed enumeration of various difficulties. 
Russian wishes are characterised by mentioning problems of family life in the form of both direct nomination which 
are more in number(bedy disasters, nevzgody hardships, ssory arguments, gore sorrow, raznoglasiya disagreement) 
and metaphorical which mean natural phenomena (dozhd' rain, nenast'e inclement weather, grozy thunderstorms, 
buri windstorm, veter wind, shtorm storm). Certainly, such units are used in the context proydut (gone), preodolet' 
(overcome), minuet (pass). But the number of reminders that family life is difficult gives this model the following 
context: family life is a cooperative overcoming of hardships. Pogoda v prirode mozhet byt' lyubaya: i yasnaya, i 
nenastnaya, i buri, i uragany (The weather in nature can be various: clear and inclement, windstorms and 
hurricanes). I yasnaya, i nenastnaya pogoda  blagodatna dlya posevov (Both clear and inclement weather is 
favourable for sowing). No esli dozhd') ili veter chasty i sil'ny, oni prinosyat neschast'ya. (But if rain or wind are 
often and strong, they bring misfortunes). Zhelayu vam, chtoby v vashem semeynom klimate  ssory i nenast'ya  
nikogda ne byvali razrushitel'ny.  (I wish arguments and inclement weather in your family climate would never be 
devastating).The syntactic organisation of phrases in English toasts about rigours is that in the end there is always 
good weather – If rainy days come into your lives, remember you are strong together and after the rain there will be 
a rainbow, and vice versa, in Russian wishes one of the homogeneous objects with the positive connotation is on the 
first place while the one with the negative connotation is on the second place. V puti vas zhdut ne tol'ko radostnye 
solnechnye dni, no i buri, i shtormy. Bud'te vmeste i v radosti, i v goresti. (On your way, not only cheerful, sunny 
days are waiting for you, but also windstorms and storms. Be together in joy and sorrow). Such syntactical 
organisation of phrases can be interpreted so: one should be glad when the good happens as after that the bad will 
come.  
You can overcome such a difficult way-journey with the collective support and mutual care. Thus, wishes contain 
much advice on how to be a friendly family and various units with semantics of “interrelations” – sovetovat'sya (ask 
for advice), doveryat' (trust), slushat' drug druga (listen to each other), ustupat' drug drugu (give in to each other). 
So, spouses represent the model of a family on the material of Russian wishes by two antagonistic sides. Expressions 
as druzhnaya sem'ya (friendly family), pronesite lyubov' i druzhbu skvoz' goda (save your love and friendship 
through years) and others are also an obligatory part of wishes, but they form the context “not to argue”. Dorogie 
molodozheny! Pomnite, zhizn' sostoit iz mnozhestva melochey, nenuzhnykh slov, pustykh sporov, samykh razlichnykh 
zhiznennykh situatsiy. Spokoystvie i blagopoluchie vashey zhizni budet zaviset' ot vashego soglasiya i 
blagorazumiya, dorogie molodozheny. (Dear newlyweds! Remember that life consists of many trifles, unnecessary 
words, useless arguments, various life situations. Peace and prosperity in your life will depend on your agreement 
and sensibility, dear newlyweds). 
While in English and French wishes semantic units of “natural phenomena” mean external circumstances, in 
Russian ones these are problems of spouses’ relationships.  
At the same time, many constructions in toasts mean that spouses (antagonistic personalities) in a Russian family 
must be blended in a unity. Refusal from the individual when being the part of a unity “family” is the semantic 
component in such expressions as: odna satana (the same breed), byt'  vsegda vmeste (to be always together). While 
English and French  hand in hand, la main dans la main (hand in hand), Russian idti ruka ob ruku (to go hand in 
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hand = join hands), but zhit' dusha v dushu (to live soul in soul = live in a perfect harmony). Taking into account the 
sacral meaning of the word soul for Russians the last phrase imply the full interpenetration. Spouses as the part of 
the whole are presented in wedding humour muzh-golova, zhena - sheya (a husband is a head, a wife is a neck), 
noski muzha - litso zheny (husband’s socks are his wife’s face). These examples reflect such a feature of the Russian 
mentality as the combination of opposite aspirations – to be the part of the whole and an independent personality 
which was noted by many researchers. Implicitly, it is reflected in fixed phrases about a young family zhit' otdel'no o 
roditeley (to live separately from parents) or my ikh otdelili (we detached them) which means they live not far from 
their parents but have their own household. 
According to wishes, this difficult way is not so often lit with love (Let your love light your way), instead – yarkiy 
svet domashnego ochaga (bright light of the hearth), that is, it requires work and mutual efforts. In English toasts, 
love, joy are necessary for living together, while in Russian ones – vzaimoponimanie (mutual understanding), 
podderzhka (support). Russian wishes are marked with the tendency to confirm the positive and repeat it through 
negation: bud'te zdorovy – ne boleyte (be healthy – don’t get ill), zhivite druzhno – ne ssor'tes' (live long – don’t 
quarrel), zhelaem zhit' – ne tuzhit' (we wish you live well – not to grieve). That is, implicitly the negative is present 
together with the positive. In that way, a cognitive model family life is a way in Russian toasts acquires 
characteristics of a long difficult path which people take because it is easier to overcome everything together. 
The concept WAY in the Kazakh mentality has a different value. A way in the outlook of nomads is the symbol 
of life, a cultural constant. Life is possible if there is a way (Gabitov et al, 2001; Shayakhmetova 2007). Even 
Russian wish of a happy journey, good road in Kazakh is expressed by Zhol bolsyn (let the road be). Special 
importance of the symbol zhol (way, road) can be found in the following examples: zholdy bolu ( to be successful), 
literally to have a road; ata zhol ( tradition), literally way of grandfathers; zhol korgen kyz (a girl brought up on 
good traditions), literally a girl who can see the way. Even the lexeme a close friend is motivated through zhol – 
zholdas comparing with another synonymous lexeme dos – friend. 
Wishes of a happy family life in wedding toasts is expressed as a wish of a way: Zholdaryn ashyk bolsyn! (Let 
your way be clear). The lexeme zhol is characterised by the adjectives ashyk (open, clear, bright), ak (white, 
sincere). The adjective ak also has a significant meaning fixed by the tradition; beside the meaning of the white 
colour it also symbolises honesty, openness, legitimacy (ak bata – sincere blessing; ak adal mal – property earned 
with honest labour; ak neke – legal marriage; ak tilek – a kind wish). Along with the lexeme zhol (way), they use 
sapar  (a journey, travel); this words has another meaning – time. As distinguished from the English journey, the 
second meaning of sapar means that of all your beginnings this very way must be happy.  
While in Russian toasts, they wish love and happiness (let there be, I wish – actions are directed at future), in 
Kazakh constructions the state of love and happiness is presented as something that has already been reached. The 
wish is aimed at saving what you have; syntactic formula abstract noun + bayandy bolsyn (literally be stable, i.e., 
what you have now you will have in future). Makhbattaryn, bakyttaryn bayandy bolsyn. The Kazakh language 
conscience is characterised by the aspiration to save stable content, which is reflected in syntax of a sentence: the 
predicate is on the last place thus turning the group of the subject into a syntactically complex construction with 
interrelated endings (agglutinative suffixes). Thereby, the object takes the main place in a sentence, nit the predicate. 
A way as the meaning of life logically constructs the whole scenario of family life. On the road, favourable 
weather conditions are important, therefore the wish of a clear sky is relevant: Aspandaryn ashyk bolsyn (let sky be 
clear), which means peace at home; Zor densaulyk, ashyk aspan, moldir makhabbat! (Good health, clear sky, 
sincere love). 
Nomadism implies life in a large community. A nomad could not survive alone. Collective existence dictates 
definite laws of mutual respect and help. L. Gumilev even doubts the possibility of forming capitalist relations for 
nomads as in such a group it is impossible to get profit from the labour of the poor – laws of the clan imposed duties 
to support poor relatives (Gumilev 1993). That is why another culture constant reflected in wishes is the concept of a 
family as a large clan. 
Newlyweds are only the part of a big family. One of the synonyms of the word family in Kazakh is zhanuya 
which in its internal form contains the meaning zhan uya – a new nest. Therefore, toasts often address all the present, 
say wishes to all members of the clan: Al barshalarynyza tileimin: Ar otbasyna, shynaiy konilmen bakyt-bereke 
tileimin.( With all my heart I wish happiness and good to every family present here. Peace and prosperity to our 
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people). 
The number of people who are presented in the texts of wishes is also expanded in Kazakh toasts. Since the 
members of a young family in English toasts are newlyweds only, the speaker addresses them; in Russian toasts the 
circle is wider – newlyweds, parents and friends. In Kazakh toasts, the number of third parties is much bigger: Ata-
ana (parents), tuys-tugan (close people and relatives), dos-zharandar (friends), elimiz (our people), zhurt (relatives), 
eki zhakka (relatives from both sides); often they mention elder and younger brothers, sisters, etc. 
Toasts just say eki zhakka (both sides) which means all members of both clans. Another distinction of Kazakh 
toasts is that in their wishes people, especially senior guests, do not actually address the newlyweds – zhastar, zhas 
zhubailar, instead they address their parents. The wedding tradition suggests mentioning all people even when they 
come to take the bride; spcial honour and presents are given to aruaktar ( ancestors who are dead). 
The form of abstract nouns is worthy of a separate comment for they are not common love/ happiness/ dream; 
they are bakyttaryn, makhabbataryn, armandarynyz – nouns used with plural possessive agglutinative suffixes (in 
Kazakh grammar they are endings). That is they mean love of every one of newlyweds. Even the wish sizderdin 
omirlerinizdegi en bakytty kun (the happiest day in your life is grammatically formulated as in your lives)... In the 
phrase Makhbbaty mangige saktaularynyzdy tileimiz ( we wish to save your love forever), the noun love is singular, 
but the verb save has a possessive plural relation, i.e., every one of the newlyweds should save it. 
Thus, despite collectivism, judging by grammatical form every spouse saves their own personal integrity unlike 
Russian toasts where two people comprise a unity. 
Kazakh toasts do not mention disagreement of spouses. But the focus is made on the responsibility of every 
person for their family, for each other, for their clan in general. Continuing the comparison of hand in hand, la main 
dans la main, рука об руку, Kazakh is kol ustasu (hold each others’ hands, both hands). In Russian wishes, the 
expression drug druga (each other) is used with plural verbs lyubite, ponimayte, beregite (love, understand, save 
each other); in Kazakh wishes, there is only one expression bir-birine kemirimdi (be a support for each other). 
The responsibility before the members of the whole clan is suggested by the following. While a speaker and 
guests in English and French toasts are casual observers, in Russian wishes, they are active observers, they give wise 
advice. In Kazakh wishes, all the present are active figures, they estimate the behaviour of the newlyweds: ulgili 
zhanuya atanyndar ( your family must become an example for others); Ozdiriniz kordinizder, osynau tilek 
aitkandardyn katarynda aksakaldy kariya atalarymyz da, ak zhaulykty ayauly azhelerimiz de, eldin betke ustar 
azamattary da bar ekenine kua boldynyzdar. ( As you can see, in the previously said wishes there are many wise 
parting words from aksakals and hoar-headed grandmothers. We know that they have worthily lived their life). 
Family life in Kazakh wishes is a way with all other relatives; a new family continues the way of ancestors, their 
sapar is the part of the collective way. Fellow travellers are sent by the higher power, therefore numerous relatives is 
a gift. The more children, the better (while English and French wishes do not mention children at all; Russian toasts 
specify the gender of children  dochki- krasavitsy, synki-bogatyri (beautiful daughters and strong sons). In Kazakh 
wishes, there should be many children Eki bastaryn – ush bolsyn. Ush bastaryn – torteu bolsyn.(Let your two heads 
turn into three, and three heads turn into four (wish of many children). This is another ethnocultural characteristic of 
nomads. A big number of children allows the clan to survive in difficult conditions of camping-ground (Gumilev 
1992). 
4. Conclusions 
Thus, the model “life is a way” reflecting archaic visions of life as a way from birth to death forms the concept of 
the beginning of family life as a beginning of a new way and has the specific character in every culture. 
In English and French outlook, family life is an exciting adventure of two partners, a comfortable and interesting 
one. The guests are witnesses who share their joy, emphasise their conscious choice, connect it with success; the 
passive voice of verbs focuses on the superiority of spouses’ actions. Toasts do not have wishes to have children. 
In the Russian mentality, family life is a difficult way of two antagonistic personalities. The guests perform the 
role of wise councillors who warn of trials, say about the priority of the collective over the individual. Wishes 
contain the criteria of estimation of a good family (to have children, to be the unity). 
In Kazakh culture, family life is the continuation of the way of each member of the clan. A young family is a 
small part of a big social group; people who say the toast address the parents and guests; the choice of grammatical 
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means is made in favour of quantitative markers. The task of newlyweds is to continue what they have, which is 
reflected in grammatical constructions, semantics of dolgo, dolguyu ( long), as well as wishes to have many children. 
Cognitive models determined on the material of wedding wishes reflect the specific character of ethnical outlook. 
The conceptual field “way” is inevitably connected with the landscape on which the ethnos is formed. The scenario 
of a “way” defines the specific character of other adaptive models. It is likely that it is the question of hierarchy of 
concepts when some of them become the context of formation of others. Analogies of conceptual fields of a “way” 
and “family life” show that the “way” is a metaphorical scenario according to which the scenario of family life 
unfolds itself. 
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